
Goal: To develop reliable  
fabrication techniques for low-loss 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon  
(a-Si:H) dielectric films for
• low-noise, high-quality-factor 

superconducting resonators w/parallel-plate 
capacitors (PPCs)

• very low loss superconducting mm-wave 
microstripline  

Results to date:
• RF loss tangent ~10-5, dominated by  

residual two-level systems (TLS)
• TLS noise of PPC comparable to coplanar 

waveguide (CPW), interdigitated capacitor 
(IDC)

• Exploration of dependence on fab 
parameters, correlation with 300K 
diagnostics ongoing  

Motivation
Superconducting technologies used in mm/
submm/FIR photon detection and quantum 
computing would benefit from reliable 
fabrication techniques for low-loss/low-noise 
dielectrics:

RF (10s to 1000s of MHz):  
superconducting resonators including KIDs
• usually use interdigitated capacitors (IDC) to 

minimize two-level-system (TLS) noise from nearby 
dielectric

• could benefit from parallel-plate capacitors (PPC):
• prevent direct pickup of light in IDC
• more compact capacitors (x10 to x100 C/area)
• but need to demonstrate low δTLS  

Mm/Submm/FIR (10s to 1000s of GHz):  
Superconducting microstripline and filterbanks
• state of the art is δTLS ≈ 10−3: 

• limits length of microstripline used in 
superconducting phased-array antennas, lens-
coupled antennas, and some feedhorn-coupled 
architectures

• limits resolving power of spectrometer-on-a-chip 
architectures (SuperSpec, TIME, µ-Spec) to  
R ≈ 100-1000

• δTLS ≈ 10−4 to 10−5 could enable
• shift of detectors to edge of focal plane to provide 

shielding and simplify readout wiring
• sophisticated architectures, esp. multi-scale 

antennas with decade bandwidth
• spectrometers that can resolve lines in  

Milky Way (∆ν/ν ≈ 10−3) and  
dwarf galaxies (∆ν/ν ≈ 10−4)

Prior Information on Silicon 
Dielectrics
The desired RF δTLS has been achieved in the 
literature:
• High coordination number (bonds per site) 

amorphous dielectrics show low loss, suggesting 
dangling bonds are the problem: Si-rich a-SiNx,  
a-Si:H.

• Obtaining this performance nontrivial:
• Large range in literature δTLS values
• JPL a-SiNx, a-Si:H historically have δTLS ≈ 10−3

Test Device Design
Simple Nb LC PPC resonators at ~1 GHz to test 
range of a-Si:H fabrication recipes.
 

a-Si:H Deposition Recipes
Because historical JPL a-Si:H recipe showed 
relatively high loss, we tried substantially differing 
recipes, guided by desire to increase coordination 
number and/or reduce dangling bond density:
• High Ar content in deposition atmosphere:  

Ar mechanical impact to compress film,  
increasing coordination number (ref. Cunnane)

• Varying substrate temperature
• Using different machine at Caltech KNI (PECVD vs, 

ICP PECVD, both Oxford Plasmalab System 100)
• Using SiH4 only (no H2, no Ar)

Low-Power Loss Tangent
Use TLS frequency shift vs. T to measure δTLS:

• No saturation of TLS: low-power limit
• 1/QTLS <  δTLS due to saturation
• Valid for predicting mm-wave loss (low power) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Most measurements  
240-400 mK

• 1/Qi < δTLS observed (high power meas.)
• δTLS ≈ 10−5 obtained reliably for multiple recipes

• Other recipes: lower T, SiH4 only, JPL machine
• One recipe: 0.5-1 x 10−4

• Historical JPL recipe still shows ~10−3 

• Confirmation to 10 mK for one a-Si:H device

NoiseN     

Room Temperature Diagnostics
• Literature suggests  

high relative SiH  
peak from 300 K  
FTIR spectroscopy  
may imply low  
dangling bond  
fraction:
• Initial good results  

did not hold up:  
“bad” spectra show low loss,  
“good” spectra show high loss

• Also investigated H concentration inferred from  
640 cm-1 (wagging mode) and 663 cm-1  

(stretching mode) peak integral: no correlation
• Next: Raman scattering to measure crystallinity
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of two-level systems possessing an electric dipole moment
[13]. The power dependence of the loss arises from satu-
ration of individual TLS, and for a parallel-plate geometry
is given by
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where x is the thickness, # is the TLS density of states each
having a fluctuating dipole moment ed and relaxation
times T1 and T2, and !R ! "eVd=x#=@ is the TLS Rabi
frequency. This theory fits our data well with parameters
compatible with previous measurements of bulk SiO2 [13].

Tunnel junctions are similarly made from amorphous
dielectric materials; are they also lossy? A key difference is
that tunnel junctions have small volume, and the assump-
tion of a continuous distribution of defects is incorrect.
Instead, dielectric loss must be described by a sparse bath
of discrete defects. Individual defects can be measured
spectroscopically with the phase qubit [14,15], and in
Fig. 2(a) we plot the peak value of the occupation proba-
bility of the qubit j1i state as a function of excitation
frequency and qubit bias. Along with the expected bias
dependence, the data also exhibit avoided two-level cross-
ings (splittings) that arise from the qubit state resonating
with individual TLS in the tunnel barrier. These data
demonstrate the qualitative trend that small-area qubits
show fewer splittings than do large-area qubits, although
larger splittings are observed in the smaller junctions. The
presence of these spurious resonances can be quantified by

measuring the amplitude S=h of each splitting, and then
calculating the histogram of amplitudes. For clarity, this
distribution is better analyzed through an integral of the
number of splittings starting from the minimum experi-
mental resolution of 0.01 GHz to S0=h and normalized to a
1 GHz bandwidth. The averages of the corresponding
integrals for seven large-area qubits and four small-area
qubits are shown in Fig. 2(b). When plotted versus log"S0#,
we find the data fall on a line with an abrupt cutoff at Smax,
beyond which no further splittings are found. Furthermore,
the slope of the line increases with qubit junction area A,
and Smax decreases with increasing A.

Although the splittings were initially understood as
arising from TLS fluctuations of the critical current [14],
we now believe that charge fluctuations better describe the
data [16]. In this model, the interaction Hamiltonian be-
tween a TLS and the qubit is given by Hint ! "eVd=x#%
cos%, where % is the relative angle of the dipole moment
ed with respect to the electric field V=x. For a single TLS
dipole with two configurations L and R, the general
Hamiltonian is 2HTLS!!"jLihLj& jRihRj#$!0"jLihRj$
jRihLj#. The eigenstates jgi ! sin"&=2#jLi& cos"&=2#jRi
and jei ! cos"&=2#jLi$ sin"&=2#jRi have a energy differ-

ence E !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!2 $ !2

0

q
, where tan& ! !0=!. For a phase

qubit with capacitance C and a transition energy E10
between states j1i and j0i, the effective interaction
Hamiltonian is Hint ! i"S=2#"j1ijgih0jhej& j0ijeih1jhgj#
where S gives the size of the splitting on resonance:
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The expected distribution of the splitting sizes can be

FIG. 2. Measurement of junction resonances and their size dis-
tribution. (a) Spectroscopy of the 0! 1 qubit transition as a
function of junction bias for two representative phase qubits with
junction areas 13 'm2 and 70 'm2 (shifted for clarity). (b) Size
distribution of splittings. The arrows indicate the cutoff Smax.

FIG. 1. Microwave dielectric loss for materials used in super-
conducting qubit fabrication. The amorphous thin-film insulators
were grown by chemical vapor deposition and form the dielectric
of the resonator’s parallel-plate capacitor. The a-SiO2-1 (circles)
and a-SiO2-2 (triangles) data refer to amorphous SiO2 deposited
at T ! 13 and 250 'C, respectively, using silane and oxygen as
precursers. The a-SiNx data refer to silicon nitride deposited at
T ! 100 'C by reacting silane and nitrogen.
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changes imprinted onto the carrier by the MKID.1 Using Eqs.
!2" and !3",14 we can express the expected responsivity, nor-
malized so the microwave transmission past the resonator S21
far off resonance is unity, of a microstrip MKID in both
amplitude and phase as
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where Nqp is the number of quasiparticles in the resonator,
Qm is the measured quality factor, Qc is the coupling quality
factor, V is twice the volume of the top microstrip wiring
layer since this is where the current flows and where quasi-
particles effectively contribute to the surface impedance, N0
is the single spin density of states, %0 is the effective gap at
T$0, &='( /2kT, and " is constant that varies from )1/3 in
the extreme anomalous limit to )1 in the thin film local
limit. The predicted phase responsivity in radians per quasi-
particle, !* /!Nqp, can be found by taking the imaginary part
of Eq. !3" and dividing by the radius of the resonance loop,
Qm/2Qc, while the dissipation response !D /!Nqp is found by
taking the real part and dividing by the radius of the reso-
nance loop. Qm is related to Qc and the quality factor result-
ing from any source of dissipation in the system, Qi, by the
relation Qm

−1=Qc
−1+Qi

−1. We operate the devices in this paper
at T+Tc /8, so there are essentially no thermal quasiparticles
in the devices. At these temperatures and in a device in
which there is no trapped magnetic flux, Qi should be domi-
nated by losses in the microstrip dielectric. This expression
for the responsivity of a microstrip MKID can be combined
with the known amplifier noise, providing a closed form ex-
pression that can predict the amplifier noise limited sensitiv-
ity of the MKID at a given readout power level.

Previous work with lumped element resonators15 has
shown that hydrogen rich amorphous silicon !a-Si:H" is a
promising material, with a low power loss tangent tan!,"
(2-10−5. A low loss tangent, and hence a higher internal
quality factor since tan!,"=1 /Qi, is vital for microstrip
MKIDs. A higher Qi will directly lead to resonators with
higher sensitivity when using a readout scheme based on
dissipation. Because two-level system !TLS" fluctuators in
the deposited amorphous dielectric produce frequency
noise,16,17 it is likely that dissipation readout of the resonator
response will be more sensitive. A higher Qi !and therefore
Qm" will directly lead to a more sensitive detector.

In this work, microstrip resonators with aluminum wir-
ing and an a-Si:H dielectric have been fabricated. The geom-
etry is illustrated in Fig. 1. The resonators were fabricated
with optical lithography and dry etching techniques. First, a
93 nm thick aluminum film is deposited to form a CPW feed
line and a ground plane with small ground plane holes to
suppress effects from stray magnetic fields. This layer is then
patterned with a dry etch in an inductively coupled plasma
!ICP" etcher. A 200 nm thick film of a-Si:H is then deposited
at a temperature of 100 C to form the insulating dielectric
layer. A 154 nm thick layer of aluminum is then sputtered.
This layer is patterned by an ICP to form the top conductor
of the microstrip. This forms microstrip resonators with a
width w of 4 .m and lengths between 3.9 and 6.0 mm. The

strength of the coupling !Qc" of the microstrip to the feedline
is determined by the amount of microstrip line that covers
the CPW feedline. Finally, the a-Si:H insulating layer is pat-
terned with the ICP to allow easy wire bonding, and the
silicon wafer is diced into 7.5-2 mm chips.

The chips are glued into a gold-plated copper sample
box with VGE-7031 varnish and wire bonded to transition
boards which convert from the coaxial input lines to a CPW
transmission line. The box is placed inside an adiabatic de-
magnetization refrigerator !ADR" capable of reaching base
temperatures below 100 mK. A coaxial feedline drives the
device through a 30 dB attenuator at 4 Kelvin, and a high
electron mobility !HEMT" amplifier with a noise temperature
Tn$5.5 K is used to boost the output signal. A cryoperm
magnetic shield is used to shield the device, and a Helmholtz
coil internal to the magnetic shield is used to apply a mag-
netic field normal to the surface of the chip.

Microstrip resonators, like CPW resonators,18 appear to
be quite sensitive to the magnetic field normal to the metal
surface during cooling through the superconducting transi-
tion temperature Tc. Despite the magnetic shield the best
quality factor is achieved with an applied magnetic field of
around 30 mG, most likely needed to cancel stray fields from
the ADR magnet. Once cold, the devices showed little re-
sponse to applied magnetic fields of over several hundred
milligauss, where the resonator Qi starts degrading. This deg-
radation remains when the field is ramped down to zero.
When the device was warmed past Tc and recooled the origi-
nal Qi was recovered, indicating trapped magnetic flux.

Using the measured thickness of the a-Si:H film of 200
nm from Fig. 1 and 50 nm as the penetration depth of alu-
minum, Eq. !1", and the known lengths and resonant fre-
quencies of the resonators it is possible to derive the dielec-
tric constant of a-Si:H. This calculation yields /r=11.4.

Previous work has shown that the dielectric loss tangent
is strongly dependent on the electric field in the
dielectric.6,15–17 Figure 2 shows the loss tangent as a function
of electric field in one of the a-Si:H microstrip resonators.
The electric field at the open ends of the resonator can be
calculated from14
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FIG. 2. The loss tangent of the a-Si:H dielectric, tan!,", dramatically de-
creases as the electric field in the resonator increases. The electric field E0
shown is the value at the open ends of the half wave resonator tested. This
resonator is 3985 .m long, with Qm=35 500 and a resonant frequency of
9.054 GHz when operated under an optimal magnetic field of 30 mG. It
shows a fractional frequency noise !Ref. 17" of 4.1-10−18 Hz−1 at a read-
out power of )91 dBm !equivalent to a current density of 17.5 A/m".
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a-Si:H

parallel-plate capacitor Ĉ in parallel. Here Ĉ=C!1− i tan !"
where C is the real part of the capacitance and tan ! is the
loss tangent from dielectric. The L and C couple to a copla-
nar waveguide #Fig. 2!a"$ to form a notch-filter resonator.

For loss tangent measurement, we used an Anritsu
68369A microwave synthesizer to drive the resonator and an
Agilent E4440A spectrum analyzer to measure the transmit-
ted power, both of which were frequency locked to an SRS
FS725 frequency standard. The driving line is attenuated
with 20 dB attenuators at 1 K and the base temperature
stages and calibrated at room temperature. The return line is
isolated by a Passive Microwave Technology circulator at the
1 K stage and the transmitted signal is amplified with a 4–12
GHz Caltech HEMT amplifier at 4 K and two low-noise
amplifiers at room temperature. Thermal photons from the
circulator at 1 K, can create on the order of one thermal
photon in our resonators, allowing us to measure coherent
response down to the quantum-regime.

We obtained the loaded quality factor Q and the internal
quality factor Qi by fitting the measured power transmission
to our model function %t%2 given by

%t%2 = &1 − ei" 1 − Q/Qi

1 + 2iQ!f − f0"/f0
&2

. !1"

A loaded Q and an internal Qi are the fitting parameters
together with a resonance frequency f0 and a loss tangent
defined as tan !=1 /Qi. The coupling quality factor Qc is
!Q−1−Qi

−1"−1'20 000 for our resonators, and the parameter
" accounts for small impedance mismatches for waveguides

near our resonator. The capacitor dielectric has a thickness of
250 nm, and a nominal capacitance of 1.47 pF assuming a
relative permittivity of 6.5, which at (V2)1/2*3#10−7 corre-
sponds to an average photon number of (n)*0.1 !not includ-
ing thermal photons". However, from the resonant frequen-
cies in Table I, it is apparent that the dielectric constant
changes with stoichiometry.

Figure 2!b" shows the loss tangent of a-SiNx :H films at
30 mK as a function of rms voltage V on the resonator. The
error bars are from our $2 fit of the resonance peaks to the
model function %t%2. The horizontal scale error is limited by a
calibration of our input line at room temperature. We fit the
low temperature loss tangent data to a TLS defect model
with a parallel-plate geometry which is given as

tan ! =
%&!er"2 tanh!'(/2kBT"

3)+1 + !*R"2T1T2

'
tan !0

+1 + !V/Vc"2−+
, !2"

where & is the TLS density of states, e is the electron charge,
r is a distance between two level sites, ) is a permittivity of

TABLE I. a-SiNx :H film and resonator sample properties: precursor gas ratio fN2/SiH4
, refractive index n

measured at 633 nm, compressive stress ,c !MPa", ratio of N–H bond concentration to total N–H and Si–H
concentration cN–H /cH, and resonator loss tangent fit parameters.

Samples fN2/SiH4
n

,c

!MPa" cN–H /cH tan !0#106
Vc

!-V" +
f0

!GHz"

A !Si rich" 1 2.159 886 31 25 3.8 0.35 4.970
B !Si rich" 1.1 2.094 1178 40 25 2.0 0.35 4.987
C !Si rich" 1.12 2.065 1000 38 25 2.0 0.35 5.170
D !N rich" 1.2 1.922 82 72 500 0.65 0.28 5.196
E !N rich" 1.21 1.916 100 83 1200 0.12 0.28 5.350
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FIG. 1. !Color online" FT-IR absorbance versus wavenumber .=1 //,
shown with offsets for better viewing. The nitrogen to silane precursor gas
ratio increases from film A to E.
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FIG. 2. !Color online" !a" Photograph of notch-type aluminum LC resonator
with a SiNx parallel plate capacitor. Size of the capacitor !shown in right" is
80#80 -m2. The substrate is sapphire which appears black in the photo-
graph. !b" Loss tangent curves of samples A to E measured at 30 mK !shown
with markers" with the TLS model fit in Eq. !2" !shown with fit curves".
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In figure 4 we present the dependence of the a-Si : H
growth rate on the H2 partial pressure. The conditions were
300˚C, 0.3 Torr SiH4, and an electrode-to-substrate distance
of 6.0 mm. Note that deposition does not occur unless
hydrogen is added to the plasma. The growth rate increases
from 0.0 to 65.0 Å min−1 as the hydrogen pressure increases
from 0.0 to 7.0 Torr. Thereafter, the rate remains constant
as the H2 pressure is raised to 18.0 Torr. These data show
that the hydrogen plasma produces reactive intermediates
(i.e. H atoms) that are required to drive the PECVD process.
Above about 7.0 Torr H2, these intermediates are no longer the
limiting reagent.

In figure 5 we show the dependence of the a-Si : H growth
rate on the SiH4 partial pressure at 300˚C, 6.3 Torr H2 and
a spacing of 6.0 mm. Initially, the rate increases rapidly as
the silane pressure is raised from 0.0 to 0.1 Torr. Then, it
stays constant at 62.0 Å min−1 with further increases in SiH4

pressure. These results suggest that silane is the limiting
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Figure 3. The dependence of the deposition rate on
electrode-to-substrate distance.
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Figure 4. The dependence of the deposition rate on the H2 partial
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Figure 5. The dependence of the deposition rate on the SiH4 partial
pressure.

reagent for a-Si : H deposition below 0.1 Torr, but is present
in excess quantity at higher pressures.

3.2. Film properties

The hydrogen content in the films was determined as a function
of the H2 partial pressure and the substrate temperature. In
figure 6 we show the infrared reflectance spectrum of the
Si–H stretching region for an a-Si : H film deposited at 300˚C,
6.3 Torr H2, 0.3 Torr SiH4, and an electrode-to-substrate
distance of 6.0 mm. Deposition occurred for 20 min, yielding a
thickness of 1400 Å. After deconvolution of the spectrum, three
peaks are obtained at 2003, 2080, and 2120 cm−1. The peak
at 2003 cm−1 is attributed to silicon monohydride stretching
vibrations, whereas the peak at 2120 cm−1 is due to the
asymmetric stretching mode of SiH2 groups [20, 21]. The
feature at 2080 cm−1 may be due to the stretching vibrations of
silicon hydride clusters, or to the symmetric stretching mode
of SiH2 groups [9, 10, 22–25].

The concentration of the SiH and SiH2 species were
calculated from the integrated area under the peaks at 2003
and 2120 cm−1, using their known absorption coefficients.
These coefficients are 1.11 × 10−20 and 4.55 × 10−21 cm2

per oscillator, respectively [26, 27]. The peak at 2080 cm−1

was not included in the H content calculations because it
can be either due to SiH2 stretching or SiH clusters, whose
concentrations were calculated from the other two peaks. The
hydrogen content of a film grown at 100˚C was determined
by hydrogen forward scattering as well as by vibrational
spectroscopy. The HFS measurement yielded a value of
6.5 at% compared to 5.5 at% from the infrared absorbance.

The microstructure parameter, R∗, which is defined as the
ratio of the integrated area of the peaks at 2120 and 2080 cm−1

to the sum of all three peaks, was determined from the IR
spectra. This value is 0.35 for the data shown in figure 6.
The R∗ parameter gives an indication of the fraction of H that
is bonded in the dihydride form and to internal surfaces of
voids, versus that bonded in the monohydride form [28–31].
It ranges from 0 to 1 and the closer it is to 0, the less voids and
the denser the film [31]. Films with values less than 0.1 exhibit
carrier mobilities that are suitable for use in photovoltaic
devices [32, 33]. The Raman spectra of a sample deposited
at 6.3 Torr H2, 0.3 Torr SiH4, and 450˚C showed only one peak
at ∼480 cm−1, indicating that the film was amorphous.
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Figure 6. Infrared spectra of an a-Si : H film deposited on a GaAs
crystal.
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Future Work
• Extensive survey of correlation of noise w/δTLS

• Investigate other recipes
• Other 300K diagnostics incl. Raman scattering 
• mm-wave loss of select recipes
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surfaces, are responsible for a significant portion of the noise. TLS noise spectra for other

geometries and materials and an estimate for k(n, o, T) for amorphous films may be found in

J. Gao’s PhD thesis (24). Much work remains to be done in this area to explore alternative

capacitor geometries, materials, and operating conditions, and especially to develop a viable

microscopic theory of the noise.

5.5. Nonlinear Response

In order to reduce TLS noise and to overcome amplifier noise, it is desirable to use a microwave

readout power that is as large as possible. Consequently, MKIDs are usually operated in a

regime in which the microwave currents are strong and nonlinearity is becoming important.

It has long been known that superconductors exhibit a nonlinear response (102, 103). For

T << Tc, we may write an expansion of the kinetic inductance Lk of a superconducting strip

in terms of the current:

LkðIÞ ¼ Lkð0Þ 1þ I2

I22
þ . . .

! "
, 46:
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Figure 14

The two-level system fractional frequency noise measured at 1 kHz for a variety of resonators is plotted as a
function of the stored microwave energy measured in photon units, N ¼ E/hnr. The data are as follows:
(A) 320 nm Al on Si, w=3 mm and g=2 mm coplanar waveguide (CPW) (see Figure 3; abbreviated to 3-2),
nr ¼ 5.8 GHz, T=120 mK (79); (B) 40 nm Al on Si, 3-2, 4.8 GHz, 120 mK (79); (C) 200 nm Al on sapphire,
3-2, 4 GHz, 120 mK (79); (D) 200 nm Al on Ge, 3-2, 8 GHz, 120 mK (79); (E) 200 nm Nb on Si, 3-2,
5.1 GHz, 120 mK (79); (F) 200 nm Nb IDC on Si with 60 nm Al 6-2 CPW inductor, 5.6 GHz, 120 mK
(100); (G) 40 nm TiN (Tc ¼ 4.5 K) on Si, 3-2, 6 GHz, 100 mK (61); (H) 4-mm-wide microstrip, 93 nm Al þ
200 nm a-Si:H þ 154 nm Al, 9 GHz, %150 mK; (I) 300 nm NbTiN on Si, 3-2, 4.4 GHz, 310 mK (101);
(J) 300 nm NbTiN on Si, 6-2, 2.64 GHz, 310 mK (101).
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THIS WORK 
100 mK

 
300 mK?

(A) 320 nm Al on Si, 3-2, 5.8 GHz, T=120 mK
(B) 40 nm Al on Si, 3-2, 4.8 GHz, 120 mK
(C) 200 nm Al on sapphire, 3-2, 4 GHz, 120 mK
(D) 200 nm Al on Ge, 3-2, 8 GHz, 120 mK
(E) 200 nm Nb on Si, 3-2, 5.1 GHz, 120 mK
(F) 200 nm Nb IDC on Si with 60 nm Al 6-2 CPW inductor, 5.6 GHz, 120 mK 
(G) 40 nm TiN (Tc = 4.5 K) on Si, 3-2, 6 GHz, 100 mK 
(H) 4-µm-wide microstrip, 93 nm Al, 200 nm a-Si:H, 154 nm Al, 9 GHz, 150 mK 

(not Mazin et al. 2010)
(I) 300 nm NbTiN on Si, 3-2, 4.4 GHz, 310 mK
(J) 300 nm NbTiN on Si, 6-2, 2.64 GHz, 310 mK
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4 µm c-Si device layer SOI to make 3 µm wide microstripline via a similar process [31].
The CLASS e↵ort has successfully produced detectors with high optical e�ciency but there do

not appear to be publications of mm/submm loss tangent data. The µ-Spec e↵ort has produced mi-
crostripline resonators with Q ⇠ 105 (tan � < 10�5) [30], but neither additional loss measurements
nor TLS noise measurements appear to be available in later publications (e.g., [8]). The DESHIMA
e↵ort demonstrated NbTiN microstripline RF resonators with Q ⇡ 105 [31], but since then seems
to have abandoned c-Si, first switching to amorphous SiN

x

[32] and then to CPW [33], thereby
backing away from oxide-free PPC dielectrics. This lack of good reference data is an obstacle to
broader development and use of the promising c-Si technology for astronomical detectors.

1.4 Technical Approach

We plan to characterize hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and crystalline silicon (c-Si) as
low-loss, low-noise dielectrics at RF and mm/submm wavelengths. We will refine fabrication recipes
already in hand and measure RF loss and noise and mm/submm loss for a-Si:H and three variants
for c-Si (wafer-bonded, virgin (non-wafer-bonded) in parallel-plate capacitors (PPCs), virgin in
trench capacitors (TCs)). There will be a tight feedback loop between fabrication and testing,
promising both exhaustive characterization as well as improvements in dielectric performance.

1.4.1 Two-Level Systems, Loss, and Noise in Dielectrics

Over the past 15 years, it has become clear that a single physical picture can explain RF and
mm/submm loss in dielectrics as well as frequency noise in KIDs: the two-level system defect state
model. (Superconducting metal loss is also an explanation in some cases, addressed in §1.4.4.)
In this model, all dielectrics, and especially amorphous ones, have defect states with two physical
configurations (e.g., locations of an atom) with di↵erent dipole moments and energies, with the
two states forming a quantum two-level system. The system can tunnel back and forth between
the two states. Due to the dipole moments of the two states, the system couples to electromagnetic
fields; e.g., in a PPC. If the TLS had no way to lose energy, this e↵ective polarizability would
be subsumed into the material’s permittivity with no further implications. The TLS do, however,
su↵er loss via phonon emission. The coupling to the EM field thus yields a nonzero EM loss
tangent. Furthermore, this loss, via the Callen-Welton Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem, engenders
noise: phonon emission causes stochastic transitions between states, resulting in fluctuations of the
polarizability and thus the material’s permittivity. For a KID whose resonant frequency depends
on the material permittivity, this causes resonant frequency fluctuations: frequency noise

While a microscopic theory of two-level system loss and noise is not yet available, significant
phenomenological progress has been made [24]. Assuming a density of states for the TLS that
is uniform in the logarithm of tunneling energy, the model yields a well-defined dependence of
the permittivity, and thus of resonant frequencies, on loss tangent, temperature, and (nominal)
resonator frequency:
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where f
r

is the resonant frequency, F �
TLS

is the product of the dielectric fill factor (unity for an
ideal PPC) and the TLS loss tangent,  is the complex digamma function, ! = 2⇡ f

r

(T = 0)
expresses the resonator frequency, and T is the resonator temperature. Thus, the (low power) loss
tangent can be directly inferred from a measurement of resonator frequency vs. temperature.

There is also a clear prediction for the loss itself, which would manifest as the dielectric’s
contribution to the resonator quality factor (in combination with any other loss mechanisms).
However, it is observed that, at stored energies of interest for astronomical detector applications, a
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